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_Black Drama: 1850 to Present_. [Alexandria, VA]: Alexander Street Press, 2002-. http://nucat.library.northwestern.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3230298

_Black Studies Center_. [electronic resource]. Cambridge: ProQuest Information and Learning, 2005-. [Includes: _Schomburg Studies on the Black Experience_; the _International Index to Black Periodicals_; The Chicago Defender (1905-1975); and, the _New York Amsterdam News_ (1922-1993).] MAIN Library Computer Network http://nucat.library.northwestern.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=4274822


Vol. 1: African Americans and Asian Americans [ebrary]
http://nuce.library.northwestern.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3655572

http://nuce.library.northwestern.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=4791888

http://nuce.library.northwestern.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=5106667

Ethnic Newswatch. Stamford, CT: Softline Information, Inc., 1960-.
http://nuce.library.northwestern.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=3000964


http://er.library.northwestern.edu/detail.asp?id=34440&pn=1

MAIN Reference (Electronic ref. center) 016.70403 I24t 1999 CD + Guide


International Index to Black Periodicals: IIBP full text. [Alexandria]: Chadwyck-Healey, Inc.
http://er.library.northwestern.edu/detail.asp?id=42929&pn=1


Africana Computer files 031.096 M626 2000 CD

AFRICANA Computer Files 031.096 M626 1999 CD

AFRICANA Computer Files 031.096 M626 CD


AFRICANA Computer Files 380.144 T772 CD
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